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What is the secret to having beautiful smooth skin and silky hair after a 

shower? You could use the best available beauty products, but the results 

might still be lacking. It all comes down to one thing: water - the essence of 

life. Unfortunately, water does not always come in its purest form.

Even if your water supply is pure, water slowly corrodes the lead in 

household plumbing, and that toxic metal can seep into the water. Shower 

water contains heavy metals, chlorine and other chemicals and impurities. 

By taking a shower, we are contaminating our body through the skin, the 

largest human organ.

The Lotus multiple filtering system corrects the negative effects of hard 

water. It removes rust and impurities, making water clean, soft and 

healthier. In addition, its extra vitamin filter containing vitamin C nurtures 

your skin and gives it that special glow.
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SEDIMENT FILTER

Removing rust, impurities

MICRO PERFORATION 
SPRAYING PLATE

30 - 40% water saving due to fine micro holes

POWERFUL AND 

ENERGIZING SHOWER
water-pressure rising effects

SEDIMENT FILTER

ü Sediment filters remove heavy metals.

ü The vitamin C filter (optional) is a direct antioxidant for healthy 

and shiny skin and hair.

ü Showering with filtered water helps prevent itchy, dull skin 

and flaky scalps.

ü The filters save water, and at the same time, provide three to 

four times more water pressure because of the shower head’s 

nearly 240 micro-holes.

ü Vitamin filter removes chlorine and other chemicals and 

impurities with a 99.9% antibacterial response, leaving pleasant 

and refreshing citrus scent.

RECOMMENDED FILTER SET-UP: the sediment filter in the shower 

handle and the vitamin filter in the shower head.

2 COLOR OPTIONS
SILVER & WHITE

(vitamin and micro fabric filter is op�onal)
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Filtering water not only gives you shiny hair and radiant skin, it has 

a great effect on your health.  Lead and chlorine exposure can cause 

irreversible neurological issues. Showering with filtered water will 

remove impurities and the microorganisms that affect our immune 

system. 

Its smart system is not only beneficial to your health, it also saves the 

only home we have, the planet Earth. Make the smart choice for your 

family!

LOTUS SHOWER 
IS THE SMART DECISION!
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